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Implement inspections 
easy and efficiently 

INSPECTIONS



Benefits module Inspections
    Time saving up to 60%

    Customisation possibilities for 

inspection lists

    Central planning and action list 

with filter options

    Inspections via tablet (including 

photos)

    Inspections can be performed 

possible offline

    Reports including photos and 

deviations immediately available

    Automatically generated statistics 

and trend analysis with filter 

options

     PDCA (Plan Do Check Act) cycle 

for identified deviations allow 

continuous improvement

   Assign actions to various people or 

departments

   Automatic mail notifications 

    Re-inspection option for quick 

checks

Suitable for all types of 
inspections
Quality management systems such as 

BRC, IFS and FSSC 22000 and various 

hygiene codes require execution of 

different types of inspection rounds. 

Not only production inspections but 

also glass and hard plastic inspections, 

cleaning inspections and food defense 

checks need to be performed in many 

companies. With our app you customize

an unlimited number of inspection lists 

yourself and the inspection rounds run

by using a tablet or smartphone.

Flexible in your own environment
Normec Foodcare Online is a cloud 

application, also called Software as a 

Service (abbreviated as SaaS) which 

means that the software is offered as 

an online service. This means that you 

use the application based on an annual 

license. From our side we provide 

installation, maintenance, improvement 

and  management of the application. 

As a user, you access the software via 

the internet on your personal Normec 

Foodcare Online company website and 

which is completely managed by yourself. 

This customised environment enables 

you to design and edit inspection lists, 

plan your inspections and perform them 

yourself.

App for inspections
The inspections are quick and easy to

perform with the Inspection tool

app on a tablet or smartphone. Adding

photos and deviations is straightforward

and everything gets processed 

immediately after completion into 

accessible reports. Record deviations in 

real time using the dictaphone function. 

The disclosures per question serve as 

an indicator for the inspector and show 

predefined inspection points. This ensures 

the application of a standardised manner 

of inspection and results in inspections 

as objectively as possible. The app can be 

used offline, in case inspections need to 

be carried out in an environment without 

availability of an internet connection. 

With the re-inspection option you can 

quickly check whether actions have been 

sufficiently completed.

Trend analysis
Only a few clicks to review trend analysis

of the inspection results per department

and  per category. Incorporating these

analysed data as Critical Performance

Indicators or bench-market tools is 

the next easy step. The compilation of 

verification reports for management 

meetings reviews is therefore much easier.

Save up to 60% of your time 
Normec Foodcare Online enables you to plan, execute and follow up inspections in an easy, efficient and 
standardized manner. Pictures and shortcomings are immediately online available after the inspection in a 
house style designed report. Deviations can be immediately converted into actions which are published on
the central action list. The automated statistics and graphs enable you effortlessly to define objectives (Critical 
Performance Indicators), carry out verifications and monitor company performance in real time. By digitizing 
inspections, you will save on average up to 60% of your sparse time in comparison to execution on hard copy.

INSPECTIONS

“ The collaboration with Normec Foodcare Online is  
very valuable to us. We have achieved efficiency  
gains and time reductions in conducting internal  
audits and inspections.”  
Corporate QA-QC Manager, Aviko

“ We can perform inspections easily and efficiently,  
which means we have more time for other quality  
issues such as coaching people on the floor.”  
Team lead QA, Operations, Ahold Delhaize Coffee Company

Check out the demo 
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